Relationship of validated psychometric tools to subsequent medical utilization for asthma.
Risk stratification is used to identify patients with asthma at increased risk of experiencing morbidity and resource utilization. Validated psychometric tools are infrequently studied sources of data for this purpose. To evaluate 4 types of validated psychometric tools as predictors for subsequent asthma utilization and determine their clinical usefulness. Eleven hundred patients with active asthma from a Health Maintenance Organization completed surveys that included demographic information and validated psychometric tools measuring generic quality of life (physical and mental components), asthma-specific quality of life, asthma control, and asthma symptom severity. Survey records were linked to administrative data that captured emergency department and hospital care, short-acting beta-agonist, and oral corticosteroid utilization for the year of and the year following the survey. Relationships of survey variables with subsequent utilization were assessed, adjusting for both baseline demographic and asthma utilization factors. Scores of each psychometric tool were significantly related to subsequent utilization in univariate analyses and after adjusting for baseline utilization and demographic risk factors. Patients with higher scale-defined morbidity were as much as 4 times more likely to have subsequent utilization (sensitivity as high as 58%; specificity as high as 78%). Addition of an asthma-specific tool to either demographic or utilization prediction models added sensitivity (as much as 15%) but did not substantially improve the prediction properties of models containing both demographic and utilization predictors. Validated psychometric tools appear useful for asthma risk stratification in individuals and in populations in which both utilization and demographic predictors are not available.